
Indonesia’s Ministry of Transportation Adopts
neo  as its English Learning Solution

neo Professional Assessment & Orientation for
Ministry of Transportation staff members.

JAKARTA, INDONESIA, May 10, 2019
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Bureau of
Personnel & Organization of the
Indonesian Ministry of Transportation
has selected DynEd’s neo Professional
solution for its English language-
learning needs. Fifty-one members of
the Ministry, located in different
locations and offices, took neo’s
placement test this past 23rd of April in
DynEd’s Jakarta office.  As a result of
this assessment, thirty members who scored in the intermediate skill levels (A2 to B2) will be
working towards the completion of one English skill level certification during the next seven
months using neo Professional’s comprehensive self-study + online coaching solution. 

With neo Professional, the Ministry’s personnel will learn at their own pace, using the AI-driven
neo Study App on their mobile devices. Then they will meet with experienced neo Live coaches
online every two weeks to expand their oral skills and gain additional confidence in their
speaking abilities. “We selected neo Professional because it provides measurable results and
allows us to include a larger number of participants who can learn at their own pace using their
mobile devices from various working locations,” says Hary Kriswanto, Head of Bureau of
Personnel & Organization. 

After five to seven months those members who complete the certification requirements will be
awarded an internationally-accepted English level certificate that is aligned to the Common
European Framework of Reference for languages, or CEFR.  

“DynEd’s international certification program does not rely on a single test to issue certification. It
uses a series of Mastery Tests to ensure comprehension throughout the course of study. An Exit
test is then required to complete each CEFR-aligned level,” says Ian Adam, DynEd’s President and
Chief Executive Officer. 

About DynEd
DynEd International, Inc. was founded in 1987 by a team dedicated to improving the quality of
language education. The company’s blended approach combines the best of teachers and
technology, and is built around a brain-based learning theory that is a breakthrough in English
language learning. Now, after more than 30 years of results, DynEd has partnered with Nexgen
English Online Co to create neo Professional—a flexible AI-based learning solution that utilizes
DynEd’s syllabus, course content, and industry-leading algorithms adapted for mobile devices.
https://www.dyned.com/neo-professional/
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